CHAPTER   IX
SOME CRITICS OF  AUTHORITARIANISM
I.   THE   LIBERAL   OPPOSITION
the Second Empire, like the First, was made possible by the
disorganization of those forces that might be called Liberal;
its success shows, as Ruggiero remarks, " how little sense of
freedom was diffused in French public consciousness." France
had not yet learned self-reliance; as always, she willingly gave
up directing her destinies.1 To some extent this eclipse of
Liberalism was unavoidable. Heirs of Guizot, the Liberals of
1852 did not really believe in liberty any more than the Con-
servatives ; they were bound to put order before all else, and
therefore to accept the new system as the restorer of order
against the " excesses " of the Republic. They disliked the
Coup d*£tat> of course, but had no clear philosophy with which
to meet it. Napoleon, in fact, was doing only—somewhat too
violently, doubtless—what Liberals as well as others wished
him to do : crush disorder and deprive of its effectiveness
the universal suffrage foolishly introduced by the Republicans.
Liberals believed he would combine this with a proper respect
for the intellectual bourgeoisie and that the country would
return, in fact if not in name, to the halcyon days of the July
Monarchy.
Wanting only freedom for themselves, unconcerned with its
general extension, they were prepared if not to welcome at
least to accept the Second Empire, provided of course it re-
spected the respectable. That, however, was not Napoleon III.'s
intention. The success of the plebiscite had made him realize
1 Prevost-Paradol says: " La France a perdu 1'habitude de compter sur
elle-meme," but you can scarcely lose a habit you have never fonned (Essais,
iii., p. 286). It is more to the point to ask, with Laboulaye: "When has
France had her freedom? When have we not been * protected ' by officials?
When has it been allowed for churches to open, for masters to teach, for
citizens to meet or join? When has the Press been entirely free? When have
provinces or communes really been mistresses of their rights ? " (Parti liberal,
p. vii).
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